
   1. Get to know the characters in Magnificent Makers #1: How to Test a Friendship.

a. Who is Pablo? Draw an outline of a human figure, which will represent Pablo, on a large  
piece of paper. Write any known details about Pablo inside the outline. Outside of the outline, 
write any questions about Pablo that you might have. Discuss them. 

b. Who is Violet? Draw an outline of a human figure, which will represent Violet, on a large piece 
of paper. Write any known details about Violet inside the outline. Outside of the outline, 
write any questions about Violet that you might have. Discuss them. 

c. Who is Deepak? Draw an outline of a human figure, which will represent Deepak, on a 
large piece of paper. Write any known details about Deepak inside the outline. Outside 
of the outline, write any questions about Deepak that you might have. Discuss them. 

   2. The Science Space at Newburg Elementary is super cool. It has plastic bins filled with 
safety goggles, magnifying glasses, magnets, and even two drones! But the Maker Maze  
is not your average makerspace. Describe the Maker Maze in your own words, using 
specifics from the book.

a. Draw a picture showing a comparison between the two spaces. 

  3. Mr. Eng asks his class to make lists of living things that are producers, consumers, and 
decomposers in the town of Newburg. Make a list of producers, composers, and 
decomposers in your local ecosystem.

a. Once your list is complete, create a poster to illustrate the ecosystem.

  4. Dr. Crisp invites the kids to suggest a topic to the 
golden Maker Maze book. Pablo suggests 
ecosystems, as that is what they were learning 
about in class. What topic would you like to 
explore in the Maker Maze? 

a. Design a few challenges that 
you might face in your own 
Maker Maze based on your 
chosen topic.

b. Then write a story about 
Pablo, Violet, and Deepak 
in your Maker Maze.
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  5. Each challenge within the Maker Maze requires that Pablo, Violet, and Deepak work  
as a team to complete it. How does the trio utilize teamwork in the maze? Use specific  
evidence from the book to support your answer.

a. Teamwork is about working together and making use of each individual’s strengths in order to 
accomplish a task. What would you say are Pablo’s strengths? What about Violet? And Deepak?

b. How did each character’s strengths allow them to complete the challenges?

  6. Pablo and Deepak are alike in some ways—for example, they are wearing the same T-shirt and 
sneakers. But they are different in a lot of other ways. Finding what you have in common with other 
people is a good way to start a meaningful relationship. 

a. Make a list of commonalities between Pablo and Deepak. Then make a list of differences. Are 
there more commonalities or differences? Do the differences mean they cannot be friends? 
Explain your answer.

b. Think of one of your closest friends, and come up with a list of things in you have in common. 
Completely obvious answers such as “We both have hair” or “We are in the same grade” are 
not allowed!

  7. Dr. Crisp says, “Friend groups are a lot like ecosystems.” Explain what you think she means in  
your own words. Use examples from the book and your own friendships to support your answer 
where applicable.

  8. Mr. Eng says, “Science is fun, but it’s also serious,” to which Pablo responds, “Science is seriously 
fun.” How do you feel about science? Do you think it is serious or fun? Support your answer  
with examples.

  9. Pablo admits that he was not nice to Deepak at first because he was scared 
Deepak was going to replace him as Violet’s best friend. Pablo was jealous. 
What does it mean to be jealous? How does Pablo express his jealousy? 
How does Pablo overcome his jealousy? Have you ever been jealous of 
someone else? How did you or could you overcome this jealousy?

10. Brainstorm together and create your own board game version of the 
Ecosystems Maker Maze in which players help Pablo, Violet, and 
Deepak complete each ecosystem challenge through board game 
elements (cards, pathways, challenges, dice, a timer, etc).
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